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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we will give representations for the Laguerre polynomials, 
Meixner polynomials, and the Poisson-Charlier polynomials in terms of a 
differential operator containing their generating function. An example of the 
type of representations we obtain is the following: 

where Lna(x) is the nth Laguerre polynomial, and 

y := (1 - t)-l-, exp(--xt(l - t)-l) = f Lna(x) t”. 
PL=O 

Also, we will find representation for x” and the nth Jacobi polynomials in 
terms of a differential operator that does not contain their respective 
generating function. 

The Rodrigues type formulas are examples of representations of classical 
orthogonal polynomials in terms of a differential operator involving the weight 
functions. It is known that the Hermite polynomials H,(x) and the ultra- 
spherical polynomials CnW(z) also have representations in terms of a dif- 
ferential operator containing the generating function. In fact, Poli [4] showed 
that for n > 0, 
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where yck) = @y/&k, and 

y := @t-tPJz = go fU4 t’W 
More recently, Horadze [2] showed that 

(1.3) 

where w =n+2h- 1, and 

y :== (1 - 2xt + t2)-” = f C,+) t”. 
k=O 

Representations of the type given by Eqs. (1. l), (1.2), and (1.3) are not only 
aesthetically pleasing but also, as pointed out by Haradze [2], they are useful 
in finding the linearly independent solutions of a class of homogeneous 
differential equations. For example, it follows directly from Eq. (1.1) that 
the Laguerre polynomial L,=(x) is the characteristic polynomial for the dif- 
ferential equation 

(1.4) 

Thus if we let xi, i = 1, 2 ,..., n be the n distinct zeros of L,=(x) 
then (1 - t)-lMa exp(-x&(1 - t)-l) are the linearly independent solutions 
of Eq. (1.4). 

To obtain Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) both Poli and Haradze used the following 
technique. Let y(x, t) be the generating functions for the polynomials P,(x), 
n = 0, 1) 2 ).... First, the authors obtained an expression for the kth derivative 
of y(x, t) with respect to t in the following form: 

ytk’ = fk(Y, t, pk(z(x, t)). (1.5) 

Next, they obtain a formula of the form 

PM = f g,(x, t) SW, t)>. (1.6) 
k-0 

Then, by using Eq. (1.5) in Eq. (1.6) the required results are obtained. The 
method we use in this paper is similar to that used by Poli and Haradze. 
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2. REPRESENTATIONS 

According to Rainville [5, p. 2021 the Laguerre polynomials J&~(X) are 
defined by the generating function. 

y : = (1 - t)--l-z exp( -xt( 1 - t)-‘) = f LnoL(xI) tn. (2.1) 
n=o 

From the three term recursion relation for the Laguerre polynomials and the 
fact that, 

z dy = kL,“(z) - (a + k)L”,&), 

one may show by mathematical induction on k that 

y(k) = k!(l - t)-” y&“(z), (2.2) 

where z = x(1 - t)-r. This equation is of the form given by Eq. (1.5). In 
order to find a formula analogues to Eq. (1.6) we note the hypergeometric 
representation for Lna(x) and use the fact that (see Luke [3, p. 7j) 

and thus obtain, 

k=O 

where z = x(1 - t)-I. By using Eq. (2.2) in Eq. (2.4), we obtain 

&“@) _ 5 (; z ;) tn-k(l ;,t)2kY’k’ , 
k=O 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

where y is defined by Eq. (2.1). 
In both the Poisson-Charlier polynomial case and the Meixner polynomial 

case the equation for the kth derivative of their corresponding generating 
function can be found directly by using the Leibnitz rule for the differentia- 
tion of a product. For the Poisson-Char-her polynomials (c~(x; a)>, as defined 
by Szego [6, p. 351 by the generating function 

y := e-t(l + a-lt)” = f c,(x; a) Y/72!, 
72-O 

(2.6) 
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we obtain 

yCk) = yc,(x; a + t). (2.7) 

For the Meixner polynomials {m,(x; p, c)} as defined in [l, p. 2251 by the 
generating function 

Y := (1 - t/c)” (1 - t)+fi = f Wz&; j?, c) tnjn!, (2.8) 
n=O 

we obtain 

Y(k) = Y(1 - q-k m,(.%; p, (c - t) (1 - Q-1). (2.9 

In order to obtain formulas for the Poisson-Charlier polynomial case and the 
Meixner polynomial case that are analogous to Eq. (1.6) we use the same 
technique as was used for the Laguerre polynomial case and thus obtain, 

G&(x; a) = $go (Y) (1 + t/q (t/a>i +; t + 4 (2.10) 

and 

m,(x; 8, c) = @& i (3 ‘“-“k, 9” m,(x; p, (c - t> (1 - t)-1). 
k-0 k 

(2.11) 

By using Eq. (2.7) in (2.10) and Eq. (2.9) in (2.11) we obtain the required 
results: 

c,(x; a)y = f (J (1 + +z>i (t/a)+iy’i’, (2.12) 
i=O 

where y is given by Eq. (2.6) and 

m,(x; p, c) y _ @) 5 (“k) “+‘(’ -(;; (l - t)k Y(k) (2.13) 
k=O k 

where Y is defined by Eq. (2.8). 

3. APPLICATIONS 

Even though we were unable to obtain a representation of the Jacobi 
polynomials in terms of a differential operator containing its generating 
function, we can obtain one in terms of a differential operator containing the 
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generating function for the Gegenbauer polynomials. It is known see Rainville 
[5, p. 2741 that the Jacobi polynomials P$(x) satisfies the relation, 

(3.1) 

where 

A@, n) = (-l)“-” (18 - 4,-k (1 + 01 + rB)n+k (1 + 24, (1 + 23 + w 
(n - 41 (1 + 24,+w (1 + 4 

By using this formula along with Haradze’s results (see Eq. (1.3)) we obtain 

Yew = pzn! (l + 4a $oF,w y(“-:;(e~-l) g2 T (3.2) 

where y = (1 - 2xt + P-“-l/s and 

W) = 3, [ 7;; ! ;:‘p, 
1 - 2a - 

272, 
cd - 

n; * - 201- n, 1-a-n; ---l 1 
where y = (1 - 2xt + t2)-n-1/z. 

By using a technique similar to the one used to obtain Eq. (3.2), it is 
possible to obtain representations of other polynomials in terms of a dif- 
ferential operator not containing their generating function. 

For example it is known that (see Rainville [5, p. 2071) 

$I _ q1 + a)n i (-1)“LW 
k=. (n - W (1 + 4 ’ 

By using this equation along with Eq. (2.5) it is easy to deduce that 

(3.3) 

where y is given by Eq. (2.1). From this equation it follows that the charac- 
teristic equation for the differential equation 

f (-?z)<(l - t)iy’Q = o 

i=o (1 + c& i! 

is x” = 0. Thus the linearly independent solutions of this differential equation 
are ti/(l - t)j+rf”, where j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. 
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